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INTRODUCTION

Tropical deforeStation and' even wider forest degrad-
ation are global environmental problems the tackling

of which is needful of international treaties, commissions,
and conventions (Brown tr al., 1992; Ramakrishna &
WoodweU, 1993). Loss of biodiversity (Wilson, 1988)
followed by changes in ecosystem function (Schultze &
Mooney, 1993) are two probable outcOmes of deforest-
ation that may curtail important eco$ystem services
provided by tropical and other forests. Erosion control,
tlood control, availability of local foods and medicines,
and II sustainable supply of wood products, are some of
the services to humansthaJ are most at stake. Tropical
deforestation and degradation are cumulative processes
and are partly due to patterns of use by people living in or
around the forest, and partly the result of exploitation by
markets that are not locaL In equatorialAfrica. the
Amazon region. and Indonesia, some 55,000 square miles
(143.000 sq. km) of rain-forest are estimated to be cleared
each year (Lewis, 1990). '.'

The extent of deforestation or forest degradation de-
pends on local needs, perceptions, commercial interests.
and institutional arrangements guiding the stewardship of
forested areas (DOrm-Adzobu er al., 1991: Ostrom er'al..
1993a). Ostrom (1990). Thomson (1992), and Arnold
(1993). emphasize the need, and provide approaches. for
analysing human institutions at the local-level in order to
understand. and possibly reduce the negative environ-
mental and societal costs of. deforestation. They contend
that sustainability of forests depends on. local rules, use-
patterns. and incentives created by international, regional.
national. and local, institutions. Indeed, if ecologiCal con-
ditions are the same, major structural and biological
differences between local patches of forests may be al-
most completely the consequence ofhut:fian rules and use-
patterns. In this International Forest Resources and Insti-
tutions (IFRI) pilot study, we explore this hypothesis in
two Ugandan tropical forests held under different pro-
perty-rights and rules. ".

The IFRI research programme aims to gather a large
and representative array of data on rules. use-patterns, and
the physical conditions of local forests over time, in order
to test a broad set of hypotheses regarding local insti-
tutions and the e-conomic and ecological sustainability of

.. International Forest Resources and Institutions.

,... :":...... .." ' ,.

forests that are un,der the stewardship of these institutions
(Ostrom et al., 1993a).The.phrase 'economicallyand
ecologically sustainable' can simply be taken to mean
social arrangements that exploit a natural system without
destroying it. As a working hypothesis in the context of
this paper, applied to renewable resources such as natural
tropical forests, ecological and economicsustainability
refers to the ability of a forest to provide consumptive and
non-consumptive benefits for many generations of local
users with no major change in forest structure, dominant
plant and animal species, species diversity, and ecological
functions." .

During an IPRI training session in Uganda in Sep-
tember 1993, we studied the local rules, use-patterns, and
forest co.ndition. of Namungo Forest, a natural, privately-
owned tropical forest. We next learned that a government-
owned and -managed'forest reserve, Lwamunda Forest
Reserve, was adjacent to Namungo Forest. Although both
forests were in the same watershed and ecological zone,
they appeared to differ mainly in governance, rules. in-
centives. and l~al use-patterns. We expanded the project
to- compare the two forests, and explored some of the
central working hypotheses of the IFRI research pro-
gramme.Weaskedtwobroadquestions: .

I) Do Namungo Forest and Lwamunda Forest Re.
serve differ significantly in 10 hypothetical sources ofins-
titutional sustainability posed by Ostrom et af. (1993a)? If
so. in what ways? .'

2) Do ecologica~ measures of the physical structure.
biodiv~rsity, and signs of human exploitation, ill these
forest patches correspond in any predictable way to the
institutional sustainability?

The physical conditions of Namungo Forest and the
Lwamunda Forest Reserve should reflect the local rules,
incentives, and day-to-daY8:ctions of local people, on the
forests under the two different institutional settings.

Ostrom er al. (1993a) suggest that sustainable ste-
wardship of forests is more likely to result when:

1. Markets for forest products are distant;
2. Population growth-rate is low;
~. . Population pressure in surrounding areas is low;
4. The institutions that govern the forest system have

been'stable for a long period of time and are under-
stood by forestusers;

S. Monitoring, sanctions, conflict resolution, and gover-
nance, are organizedin multiple layersof nested enter-
prises;
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.10'£ )5"£.6. Rapid access is available to low-cost arenas to resolve
any conflict between users, or between users and their
official contacts: '

7. Forest users who violate rules governing the day-to-
day uses of a forest system ar~ likely to -receive gra-
duated sanctions* from other userS, from officials ac~
countable to these users, or both:

8. The institutions that govern a forest system minimize
opportunities for free-riding. shirking. and corruption,
through effective procedures for monitoring the be-
haviour of forest users and officials: -

9. The individuals who are most affected by the rules that
govern the day-to-day uses of a Jorest system, are
included in the group that can modify these rules: and

10. Local forest users participate in. and have continuing
authority to design, the institutions that govern the use
of the forest. -
These 10 sources of sustainability may initially be ,

viewed as additive. A forest with a higher sum of sus-
tainability factors should show less 'open-access' exploit- -
ation and forest degladation than a forest with a low sum.
In the case of a natural tropical forest, a higher sustain-
ability score should also be:linked to greater resilience in
ecosystem function, ,and the ability to maintain locally
stable equilibria (Folke et aI., 1994). Because biological
diversity has been linked with resilience (Schultze &
Mooney, 1993),we make the risky prediction that a lower
sustainability score will correspond to a lower index of
tree diversity. The biomass, trees' basal area, their den-
sity, and the species composition, of the forest should
reflect use-patterns and the resource pref~rences of its
user groups. Unless changes were made in the sus-
tainability factors ([.e. the institutionaldesign and actions
of individuals), degradation associated with scrambing
competition or open-access exploitation should 'theore-
tically take place more rapidly in the forest having the
lowersumof sustainabilityfactorS.- ,

STUDY AREA

Located approximately 25 kIn west of Kampala (Fig. 1),
the pilot Studysite included two forests, N~ungo Forest

. and Lwamunda Forest Reserve, and a settlement called
Mbazzi (Fig.2). Both fC?restsare tropical moistevergreen
ones with closed canopies (~arbour et al.. 1987) and are ..
locally classified as medium-altitude Piptideniastrum-
Albi:ia~eltis, being named after the three tree genera
typically dominating the mature forests of this region'
(Howard, 1991). Both forests are in the same watershed,
at the same altitude (850 m), and on the same soils.
Together, they cover a total area of about 100 hectares.

Lwamunda Forest Reserve has been government
property since the Buganda Agreementof AD1900. when
the British Protectorate Government and elite Bugandans
apportioned land in Uganda (Gombya-Ssembajjwe et al.,
1993). In contrast, Namungo. Forest has been 'mailo-
land', namely private land that has been transferred
among Bugandanelites since 1900. It is currently owned
by a Mr Namungo and his family.

Mbazzi, the settlement situated closest to both forests,
has been populated by humans since 1830, and is con-
sidered to be the main source of people using the two

*Punishments which become,more harsh with repeated offences
but are rarely extreme at first. - Ed.
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FIG. 1. Locotion of IFRI pi/or-study site in Uganda. Namungo Fores
and the pertinent section of the Lwamunda F oreSl Reserve are locate.
ill Mpigi district. southeast of tM village of Bujulw, (not shewn 0,

map) and the Kampal,!-Milyana road. Scale: 1 cm ='125 /em.

forests. In September 1993, there were about 35 house
holds and 200 individuals living in Mbazzi (Gombya
Ssembajjwe etal.. 1993). Residents claim that thevillag
population declined by abou_thalf during the Amin year
and has only recently increased to the size it had been i
the 1970s (ibid.).

METHODS

Data were collected as outlined in the IFRI Trainin
Manual (Ostrom et aL, 1993b),A team of. 12 reswche
trainees held discussions with the residents of Mbazz

DlmuCT DISftJCT
fOR£S1Ity . _tIVI
OfIlIa - OOICI

FIG. 2.,Schematic representation of relationships between IocfJl u
- groups in the settlement of MOO::i. the fWOforests.. and 10

institutions in the IFRI Uganda Pilot Project.
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LII1!!O'S family. and ofticials--involved in governin!!
.w;munda Forest Reserve. The team. inciuding the
Authors of this paper. visited Mbazzi daily during

Neeks in September 1993. Data about the users of the'
as. the products which they removed. what rules they
1selves imposed. and what rule,s were imposed upon,
1, were obtained during the meetings with the men,
1en. and children. of Mbazzi. More details about
:ial rules. sanctions, and the level of enforcement of
,-ulesrel!urdinl! use of the two forests. were obtained

ugh meetings. with the District Forest Office. the
.rict Admin;stnuor. and the owner of Namungo'Forest.
.v~1I tlS by discussionwith forest guards and user
JpS (Gombya-Ssernbajjwe eT01.. 1993).

ra (ol!('C'/ioJ/ 011 t"~ F o("~sr' s Ca1lditioJ/

Afler mapping the boundaries of the forests. 30 ran-
nly-~elected plots were mapped in each forest (Ostrom
1.. 1993b). Namungo Forest con!llstedof 100 acres (40
tares). To provide an ill SiTUcomparison, an equivalent
11area of the Lwamunda Forest Reserve. adjacent to
mungo Forest. was demarcated and randomly sampled.'
Two teams. each composed of three or four people.
ated the randomly-selected plots in the forests, Before
lectin\! botanical data. the team recorded soil texture.
)sion. .and the presence or absence of indication of
:ent forest e>iploitation (such as firewood- or pole-cutt-
i. ~hllr~oal-makini, Ilnd pit-silwina or chain-sawing.
:.) on ~uch plot (Gombyn-Ssembaijwe et oJ.. 1993). At
.1sttwo people 'skilled at identification of local flora
~reon each team. to assist with identification of plants.

When the centre, of a plot has beenlocatedo three
,ncentric circles were established around it at r.ldial
stances of one. three. and ten. metres. Species of herbs
Id woody seedlines were identified in the smallest circle.
1dthe percentage .of ground covered by each species was
:corded, In the circle with a three-metres' radius. tree
lplings nnd shrubs were identified. and details of each
IdividuaJ's maximum stem-diameter (cm) and height
nJ. were recorded ,onlFRl coding-sheets. Trees were
lassed as sapline:s when their stem diameters were !!rea-
~rthan ~.5 em b~t less than 10cm. Trees with at least a 10
ni diameter at breast-heie:ht (DBH) were enumer.lted in
le lan!est circle. The DBHs of the trees were measured

,ith c~lipers. while heights of trees were estimated after
,etem1ining the heil!hts of several reference-trees with the
lei poof a clinometer.

)(l/a Analysis

The information provided by residents of Mbazzi. the
'iamunl!o fnmily. and local forest management autho-
'ilies. \~as used to e:enercltea set of sustainabilitv factors
:'or e.\eh forest. In addition. these data provided an idea of
incentives that currently structure the use-patterns in the
tWOforests.

Data collected about the trees in the sample plots, and
the types of open-access commercial exploitation on the
plots. were compiled to assess the physical and biological
condition of the two forests. Exploitation reflects current
use. while age-class structure. biomass per unit area. and
biological diversity of the forests. ret1ect both past and
present use-patterns, Biological diversity in the two
forests was estim:tted by tIs. an inversion of the Simpson's

dominance index (Equation '1) and by the Shannon
, diversity index. HO(Equrition 2). The inversion of the

Simpson's dominance index is defined as:
ds = N(N-I )(i nj (nj - \.). . . . . . . . . . . . . .(~uation I)

where N is the total number of individual trees in the
s~imple.and nj is the abundance of each species in the
sample. Regarding diversity indices see'Cox (1990).

The Shannon diversity index,isdefined as:
.:r= (N In N - L nj In nj)IN.. . . . . . . .. (Equation 2)

where In refers.to the natural log (base e).
The distribution of size classes (by DBH) of trees,

total basal area in wood, and importance values of trees,
were also calculated.Importance value (Cunis &
McIntosh. 1950) was calculated by summing relative
density (number of trees of each speciesper hectare).
relativedominance (basal area of each species as a per-

, centage of all species). and relative frequency (percentage
of sample plots containing eachspecies) for each species.
and then dividing by three to obtain a value between 0 and
100. Tree species were ranked by imponance value and
compared to see if any species differed greatly in rank in
the two forests. or if certain species were missing in one
forest but were present in the other.

RESULTS

No significant differences in the soil types. slopes. or
drainaie patterns by plot. were found between the two
forests (P > 0.10). Both Namungo Fores! a~d the Lwa-
munda ,Forest Reserve shared similar topography 8.<;
forested areas in the drainage.of a wide, gently-sloping
watershed. Dark-brown sandy-loam topsoils. covered by
2-3 em of humus. were found to be the representative soil
condition in both forests. Both, forests were crossed by
roads and foot-trails. and were bordered by agricultural
fields. pastures. and family dwellings.

Rules

Many of the ofticial rules applying to local use are
currently similar in the two forests and have probably

, been so for the last five years, though'adherence to the
rules differed. For example. local residents are authorized
to harvest water. dead wood for fuel-subsistence, wild
foods, and plants for medicines and crafts. in both forests.
On the other hand commercial timber-harvesting, char-
coal-burning. and harvesting of commercial fuel-wood by
local residents, is prohibited in the two forests. The Dis-
trict Forest Office controls the permitting for harvesting
of large timber trees in both forests. While Mr Namungo
retains the right to harvest trees from his private propeny.
he must first obtain permits from the District Forest Office
10do so. '

Some wildlife. such as 'giant forest hogs', may be
harVested on Narnungo's propeny, but not on the govern-
ment Reserve. However, the local men infoimed us that
they were unsuccessful at hunting Boars and did not hunt
other species in these forests, where accordingly wildlife
utilization was probably very low in both cases.

, In the recent past, both forests were somewhat aban-
doned due to the civil war from 1981-85. Prior to 1981.
selective harvesting of trees over 80 cm in diameter by
timber companies had been permitted and carried out in
both forests. During Aminos rule (1971-86). the govern-
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men! forests "'(eredeClared'open access'. and remained
so until 1986, when the current government of Prime
MinisterMuseveni placed them under central government
control again. Since 1986, Lwamunda Forest has been
managed by the Mpigi District Forest Office, under the
direction bf the central government aut~ority, while Mr
Namungo has been the steward of his and hi$ family's
forest. .

Sltsraillabiliry of Insrilllriolls ofF oresr Governance

Factors predicted to affect institutional sustainability
differed for the two forests - especially the monitoring
and sanctioning of prohibited activities, and the ability of
local users to make rules affecting the use of the -forest
(Table 1), Namungo Forest" had' six factors that are
hypothesized to affect sustainability positively, while the
lwamunda Forest Reserve had only tWo.

Population growth, local population pressure, and
distance to markets, were the same for both forests and
thus can be eliminated from the comparison. Population
growth in Uganda is above 3%. local population is in-
creasing, and demand for firewood and charcoal was high
in Kampala, only 25 kilometres away by paved road,
giving negative'sustainability values for these factors in
both forests (cf. Table I).

TABLEI .

FC/C"/orsHYP(Itlu!si;edIn [I//llte/ln'the Sltstail/abiliTYofFor(!sts with
Qltuliwtil'e Valites Determil/ed for Namul/go alld Lwanlllllda
Forests, Ugal/da. hi J99J. A minus sign denotes that the factor was
found to reduce the.probability of sustainability of the fOre5LAplus
sign indic:ues that the factor increased the probability that the forest

would be sustained in its current condition,
u "' ' "'" .....

Sl:STAI:-;ABILITY FACTORS FORESTS
Namungo 1:I/1'SIISI.,wamunda .

Economicand Populatio~ factors:
I, Distance to markets for forest products -
2. Population growth-rate
3, Population pressure in surrounding

area

In~titutional Design and Rule factors:

,...

4. Institutional stability and
understanding of users

5; Monitoring. sanctions, conflict
resolaiion. and governance,
are organized in multiple layers
of nested enterprises

6, Rapid access to low.cost conflict
resolution

7, Graduated sanctions on violations
enforced

8. Quality of monitoring
9. Local users can participate in

modification of rules
10, Local users design institutions.

governing use of forest

+

+ ...

+ +

+
+

+

SUM OF SUSTAINABILITY FACTORS 6 2
"0 0 ...-----..

Local governing bodies at the village level (Re-
sistance Council I [RCI]) and sub-county level (RC3)
provide access to low-cost conflict resolution at the local

., level. Also in principle,monitoring,sanctions;conflict
resolution. and governance, are organized in multiple
layers of nested enterprises.For these factors, both forests
were given positive scores because the Resistance

~ouncil system creates an institutional structure by which
local people could influence the rules regul.ating forest
use. However,locallJsers were not using collective choice
to design institutions governing the use of the forests.
Thus this factor (number Won the list) was scored as
negative for both forests... . "0. M.

Only four of the factors that were hypothesized to
influencesustainability.were qualitatively different in the
two forests: institUtionalstability and understanding of
rules by the users, enforc~ment of sanctions, quality of
monitoring, and participation by locals in' rule-making.
were all ranked as positive for Namungo Forest but nega-
tive for LwamundaForesr Reserve,

Over the past 30 years, Namungo Forest has been in
private stewardship and has.hadwell-defined.rulesexcept
during the period of the civil war. When residents. of
Mbazzi drew a map of the forested areas around their
settlement. they clearly illustrated that Namungo Forest
was a separate property from the governmental forest
Reserve. They claimed that they knew what resources
they could take from Namungo Forest,' and what they
could not take. For example, several women mentioned I

that they knew they were free to collect fallen and dead.
wood for firewood, but that they should not cut down or
mutilate any living trees. In contrast.. the governmental
forest reserve changed from a regional forest reserve used
for commercial revenue to a central governmental reserve
after independence from Britain, next to an open-access
resource during the Amin regime and the civil war years,
and then back to a central government reserve after the
ci-vil war- as a result. the rules applying to Lwamunde
Forest were less well-known and were clearly not
followed by local users,

Graduated sanctions for rule-breaking appeared more
likely to exist and be enforc.ed by Mr. Namungo 'in 'his
forest than by forest guards in the Reserve. Me Namungo
reported that he has reduced illegal harvesting of poles
from his property by informing, local residents that they
must purchase such rights to harvest poles, or in some
case~ simply seek permission. As the chairman of a sub-
cou~ty'Resistance Council (R~3), Mr Namungo is clearly
in a position to enforce his guidelines. Local residents
knew he was involved in litigation against a timber com-
pany that 'accidentally' cut trees in his forest The com-
pany claimed tJ1ey thought they were in the Lwamunda
Forest Reserve.

In 'the Forest Reserve, sanctions on rule-breaking do
not appear to be applied, much less graduated. Illegal
charcoal-making, commercial fuel-wood harvesting, and
pole cutting. appeared to be 'helplessly' ignored by the
Forest Reserve guards. Thus, Namungo Forest was given
a positive sustainability value, and Lwamunda Forest,
Reserve a negative one, for the existence and enforcement
of graduated sanctions, .

. rtte quality of monitoring was distinctly different in
the two forests. While Namungo employed local workers
to demarcate his forest and to patrol it occasionally, forest
guards rarely patrolled the patch of Lwamunda Forest
Reserve neighbouring Namungo Forest. The different
sizes of the two forests are an obvious factor: the whole of
Lwamunda Forest Reserve is about' 10 times that of Na-
mungo Forest, and is reported to be under only one or two
guards who patrol on foot. Behaviour of the local people
suggests that unrestricted and unplanned charcoal-making
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is not always ignored by the guards. nor are the rules
;\!!ainst it unknown. When we met men transportin!! char-
~'oalin Lwamunda Forest Reserve. they took care to tell us
that theyhadmadethe charcoalonprivatelandand were
simply taking a short cut through the reserve to the local
market.

Modification of rules by day-to-day users is an option
(hat is not currently fonnaJized in the Lwamunda Forest
Reserve, where the unwritten rules could be paraphrased
as 'until you are made to believe otherwise. this forest is
open-access', As a result, Mbazzi residents and others
living adjacent to the Reserve were making charcoal and
harvestine firewood to sell to merchants who truck these
goods to -Kampala, Local residents were earning 10 to
30% of the final market price on fuel-wood products.

In NamungoForest. Mr Namungo and hisfamily have
a substantial voice in determining local operational rules,
and local residents could panicipate in this process by
communicating with Mr Nam!,!ngo himself. We were told
that on several occasions. after being asked by members
of the local community. Mr Namungo had given special
permission to harvest building-poles. We found no evi-
dence that local users had made any attempt to modify

. officialrulesforLwamundaForestReselVe.-
Degradation, St/"l/cTLlre,and Di\'trsiry, Indices in the

Forest.~ .

Evidence of recent exploitation of trees for commer-
cial purposes was more frequently recorded in the Lwa-
munda Fo~.t Reserve plots than In plots in Namungo
Forest (ChI-square =17.4, OP =3, P < .~l).lnaications
of commercialfirewood-cuning, pit-sawing,and/or char-
coal-making; were noted on more than half of the plots in
the LwamundaForest Reserve, while only 4 out of 30
plots in Namungo Forest revealed evidence of such
exploitation (Fig, 3).

The number of trees in Namungo Forest was greater
than in Lwamunda Forest Reserve, 5ut only by about 15
trees per hectare. Basal area, an.index of the amount of tim-
ber in the forest, was somewhat greater in Namungo Forest
than in Lwamunda Forest (Table II), though mean values
for the number of .trees per plot were not significantly
different between the two forests. Likewise, the mean of
the DBHs for all the trees were not significantly different
between the two forests (t = 1.2, DF = 130, P =0.24).

. The distribution of different-sized trees was similar in
the two forests. As shown in,Fig. 4, both forests were
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FIG. 3. TypeJ and frequency of commercial exploitation in plots
sampled in Namllngo Forest and the Lwamunda Forest Resen'e,

Mpigi Disrrict. Uganda, /993.
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FIC,4. Percentageoftreesbelongingtosize-classesdefinedby the
standardforestry measureof diameterat breastheight (DBH) in

c,ntim,tres. Dataarefrom /FR/ project in Uganda,/993.

dominated by trees having DBHs in the range of 10 to 40
cm. Very large trees, such as those with DBHs greater
than 80 em, were rare in both the forests, representing less
than 2% of the ntimber of trees.

The forest with the lower sustainability index, Lwa-
munda Forest Reserve, had at least 5 more species of trees
in it than the forest with the highenustainability index.
The Simpson and Sh~nnon's diversity indices suggest that
Namungo Forest has a slightly more equitable distribution
of different species, resulting in higher values (Table II).

T"BLE11

Sum17lfJryof Data Collected for Trees in PIOI Samples from
Namungo ForeSt (N =30) and the Lwamunda Forest Reserve (N =
30). Mpigi DiSTrict,Uganda, /993. (Standard deviations are shown

with means.)
. ,-o.-_o...P.--" ....------.---.

The Shannon index is particularly sensitive to the pre-
sence and absence of rare species, and indicates that both
forests are very similar in their content of rare species. The
Simpson's diversity index, which is sensitive to evermess
of distribution, was higher in the Namungo I:orest
samples than in those of the Lwamunda Forest Reserve.

Even though the two forest areas were adjacent to each
other and were in similar physical locations, 30% of the
tree species recorded in the study plots were found in only
one of the forests. There .were 13 tree specit:s recorded in
the Namungo Forest plots that were absent in the Lwa-
munda plots, and 30 species in the opposite comparison,
With the exception of Bridelia micrantha in Namungo
Forest and Staudtia kamerunensis and Myrianthus ar-
boreus in the Lwamunda Forest Reserve, all of the non-

Trait Namungo Lwamunda Forest Reserve
(private forest) (governmental)

Species Richness 64 69
Shannon Diversity. 3.69 3.67
Simpson's Diversity 30.2 27.8
Trees in 30 plots 339 325
Trees I ha 360 345
Mean Nr trees I

plot (density) 11.3 :t 4.5 10.8 :t 6.2
Mean DBHs (em) 23.9:t 18 23.1:t 17.1
Basal Area 23.9 :!:0.4 21.9:t: 0.4



access exploitation. have--greater species evenness and
diversity. have greater measures of basal area.and density.
and have more climax tree-species and large-DSH ti-ee~.

Open-access commercial exploitation was clearly in
the direction predicted, by the sum of sustain ability fac-
tors. Lwamunda Forest Re~e was expected :lobe less
sustainable. and in COntrdstto Namungo Forest had nearly
four times as many plots VI,ithevidence of illegal charcoal-,
making. firewoodcutting"and timber sawing. If left
unabated. this pattc:;mof practically' open-access' utiliz-
ation could lead to a local fuel-wood shortage and loss of
manybioticresourcesandamenities. "

Extreme deviationsinthem9re important tree species
probably resulted from exploitation, rather than from
ecological differences associated with the forests. Pre-
ferences or markets'available to the privateowner and the
open-access users could explain the differences in timber
species. Lwamunda Forest Reserve lacked ~uch repre-
sentation of Tric:hiliaprieuriana and Piptadeniaafricana.
and local charcoal-makers rep9rted these species to be
'preferred by them. Most charcoal pits were located near
cut stems of T. prieuriana. The lack of Ce/tisdurandi and
Fjells cap<?nsi.~in r Namungo forest corresponds with
traditional preferences for their wood for drums, canoe-
making. and building. rather than for commercial exploit-
ation. Mr Namungo related to us that he had cut and sold
SwlIdtia kcJn/(!rlll/(llls[.~toa veneer company. While one
cannot totally rule out biological and physical expla-
nations for other differences in species composition bet-
ween the two forests. the major differences in importance
values of the trees can be clearly related, to historical and
current use. '

Only minor differences were noted in indices of spe-
cies diversity.COntraryto predictions.the Lwamunda
Forest Reservehad more species oftrees perunil area'than
had Namungo Forest. While th'is could be a chance
sampling difference. there are biological processes that
could playa role. Gap formation associated with repeated
selective harvesting when the reserve was managed as a
regional-commercial forest, could generate high species-
diversity. When large trees are harvested, they leave
openings in the forest where a wide variety of seeds may
become established and compete,' leading to increase~
species-richness (Denslow, 1987).As was predicted, tree
species evenness was higher in Narnungo Forest. The
slightly lower density of trees and sum of their basal area
in Lwamunda Forest Reserve probably reflects greater
harvesting in the past and a decline in forest biomassdue
to current open-access exploitation. However, subtle
biological or physical reasons cannot be ruled out with
regard to these relatively minute differences in the two
forests.

The conflicting measures of species richness versus
diversitYin the two forests call attention to the care that
mustbetakenininterpretingdifferentindicesofdiversity,
as response-variables. In this case, both forests were as
high as, or higher than. 12 protected forest reserves in
Uganda in tree species-richness (Howard. 1991). This
result suggests that small-scale. selective harvesting and
utilization may facilitate high tree-species diversity in
tropical forests, and is consistent with the paradigm of
'intermediate disturbance', in which some perturbation
opens new niches and allows more species to functionina
community (Krebs, 1993).However. if current patternsof

1
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()v~rlapping species were recorded only once or twice in
the plOts (i.e. were rare species).

In a comparison of the 10 most important tree species
in each forest. there was a 50 to 60% overlap in nll1king*
(Tables III & IV). With Namun~o Forest as a reference
(el Table III). two species. TricJ'iiIiClprh~l1riallCJandPip- ,

tCJch'l/iCiafricul/a. were conspicuously less abundant in ,the
Lwamunda Forest Rltserve. In the opposite comparison
(el Table IV). SwlIdriCl kan/(!I'IlIleJlsis. Celtis dl/rolldi. and
Fic/lS CCIpC'f/sis. were significantly less abundant in Na-
l11ungo Forest.

TABtEHI

Coli/puris(/// l~" Tn'" Specie's by ImJlortclIln' \'alllC' III Nall/tll/go
Fo/'('st alld Iii" LII'aI1l1I/uj"ForeM RtS"/T". (Namungo Forest as the

reference.)

" fc =tirewood and charcoal. Ib =,limber and building

TABLEIV

ColIIl'uri:;1111of Tn'" Sped,'s by /lIIporWIIC'(' t-ctlm' ill !VwlIIlIJgo
For"sl allcllh" LlI"anl/lllclct Foresl Res"li'e, (Lwamunda Furest a~ Ih.:

reference.)

" k =tin:wnod and charcoal. tb =limber and building

"* nUlrc~'('!rdc:din Namun~o Forest .
DISCUSSION

Namungo Forest had a larger total of sustainability factors
than Lwamunda Reserve because it was better monitored.
had sanctions that were enforced, and because, local
people were able to modify its rules through dialogue with
the owner. The Lwamunda Forest Reserve, in <:ontrdSt.
was poorly monitored. lacked well-defined sanctions. had
rorest guards who rarely enforced sanctions. and did not
involve local people in rule-making. Under these con-
ditions Namungo Forest should be more ecologically
sustainable than Lwamunda Forest Reserve, and accord-
ing to our original predictions should show less, open-

" i,,:, p.:rc.:ntage of tree species in both forests that were in the,
lOp 10 sp.:cies ranked by importance value,

Sp.:ci.:s Us,," IlIIpima/ice' Vall/(' Rcil/k
Namungo Lwamunda

-'..' ...._,

PJc'l/cltlJ/ltlllcliasmicrocarpa Ib I 7
Trichi/il/ priel/rilil/u fc/tb 2 40
Bo'\c{lIc'iap{whc'rus Ib J 10
Tuhc',."u(!nWI/1(///(/ IlOlsli fc 4 2
lIltuc-"rwl.u liltmallllra fc' 5 I
Al/IlClrisIOxicunu tb 6 5
FulI/ullliu I!I(/,ti('a - tb 7 12
Pi{IICICh'lIi"ufriclIII{I tb 8 .+3
Cc'llis lIIilclhr(!aclii Ib 9 3
B/i,hiu l/lIijl/guw tb 10 14

Sci.:s u.c"" IlIIportallC'('\ 'all/c'Rallk
'L"wamunda :--i;lInllnn

,Ha('arullgu IJ/OI/alldl'a fc I :'
Tuhallc/('IJ/ol//(///(/holsti fc 1 .+
CdliJ mildhreadii Ib 3 l)
C. dl/I'alldi Ib .+ 1.+
,J,l//wriJ trJx/('aria 10 :' 6
PJ(,IIt",,/It"IC/iu:; mic'l'tlc'"rpu to 6 I
Slullclliu /.:(//I/('I'IIII"II:;is tb 7 *...

Finrs nrf"'IIJis fc I{ 20
8o.rc/l/c'ia1'//tIb,,1'//s Ib 9 3
F, <'-"aspc'rell</ fc 10 15
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'open-access' exploitation of trees for firewood andchar-
I.'oal-buming continue,. a serious decline in species even-
ness. diversity. and richness. and a change in forest struc-
ture. would be expected to take place in the Lwarriunda
Forest Reserve in.this decade. It is not at all clear whether
this would tip the balance to some new botanical commu-
nity that might not regenerate into a forest. The IFRI
Collabor'.ltin2 Research Ceorre in U1!anda intends to
repeat this study every 3 years. t6 monhor'the social and
ecological trend: in these two forests.

CONCLUSIONS

Most humanenterprises in sub-Saharan Africa rely on
wood fer energy. andUgandais noexception.From small
hou~oJds to large commercial bakeries and university
kitchens in Kampala. Uganda is about 94% powered by
wood. In 1993. the Ugandan Government increased the
priceof hydro-ienerated electricity with.thegoal of rais-
ingrevenueto repay World Bank loans.As a result,many
private users of hydroelectric power were forced back to
their reliance on wood-burning for energy. which led to
funher increases in the destruction of natural forests
(Gombya-Ssembajjwe el al.. 1993). With the exception of
Nl1ture reserves. all government forests within 50 kilo-
metres of Kampala were accordingly greatly exploited for
timber. firewood. and charcoal production. suggesting
that our pilot study Is representative of these public goods.

As a private owner, Mr Namungo has ultimate control
over his (orest. and its sustainabllity depencl" greatly upon
hi~ personal ethics. values. knowledge. and the local
respect for his rights as an owner. As incentives for ex-
ploitation of forests increa.se. private owners are more
likelv to utilize their natural forests or transform them
according to market demand. While we did not carefully
inventory other private forests in the general study-area.
we did note that a neighbour of Mr.Namungo was con-
vert in\! some of his trees to charcoal. The a!!!!re!!ateeffect
of su~h personal decisions in terms of th;ir impact on
forests needs more study.

During our study. Mr Namungo was partitioning his
forest into two management units. one of them being kept
natur'JI. and the other cleared and planted with an exotic
£1I('oIYl'fItsspecies.Whilethis maybe a wiseshort-term
investment str,lIegy. planting an exotic monoculture
where u natural foresthas been sustainably harvested and
\:hronically regenerating. is cenainly not ecologically
sustainable by our definition. In this context.privatization
is clearlv no 2uaranteeof sustainable use or conservation
of natUr.lltropical forest. Privatization has actually fa-
voured expansion of open-access exploitation on to
poorly-protectedgovernment-ownedforests that typically
lack rules and institutionalarrangementsdesigned by and.
for local users (Bromley & Cernea. 1989).

The economic incentives associated with the forest
. exploitation that is occurring in the Lwamunda Forest

Reserve are clear. but the exact mechanisms in terms of
possible corruption and rent-seeking are obscure. Our
preliminary analysis clearly suggests that the present rate
of forest destruction in Lwamunda Forest Reserve can be
partially explained by the lack of monitoring by guards.
reluctance to enforce sanctions. lack of well-defined rules
concerning local use. and lack of participation by local
users in making any rules.
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Uganda is currently iri the. position to affect popular
deci"sion-making for local resource management. The RC
system of administration is well-established. and provides
clear mechanisms for' local and regional government.
NGOs. and grassroots organizations. to establish sus-
tainable systems for the use and conservation of forest
resources at a local level. Realizing such goals in the face
of an ever-expariding population and Ii.mited forest
resources will remain a substantial challenge for Uganda
in the 2.I.stcentury.
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. SUMMARY

EID-Iydetection of forest degradation may help to com-
pensate for the time-lag that often exists between re-
cognition of poor stewardship and the policy-changes re-
quired to mitigate such negative impacts. We report here
on an' International Forestry Resources and Institutions
(lFRI) pilot study in Uganda.

We pose and explore a set of hypotheses about the
sustainability of natural forests under two different insti-
tutional settings. Namungo Forest and Lwamunda Forest

. Reserve are in the same watershed. at the same altitude.
and on similar soils. but the institutional environments
structuring their use over the past 20 years have differed
greatly. A scoring syst,em for sustainability suggests that
Lwamunda should be subjected to more 'open-access'
utilization. and therefore should be more degraded than
Namungo Forest. In 30 random plots each of 300 m2 made
in each forest, evidence of degradation caused by com-
mercial and open-access exploitation is significantly
greater in Lwamunda than in Namungo fore:;t. A different
set of tree species dominates each forest area. depleted
species clearly reflecting utilization patterns.

These results suggest that IFRI methodologies are
sensitive to initial patterns of degradation in forest eco-
systems. and are useful for characterizing changes in tro-
pical forest plant communities in conjunction with so-
cietal and institutional behaviour. While the IFRI
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.tpproach for tcsting robust hypotheses depends greatly on
repeating this study and comparing it"with other l~ngi-
!udinal data-sets, the preliminary study illustrates that
even in a cross-sectional comparison, the IFRI method
captures many details of the societal and ecological
aspectsofdeforestation. ..
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